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Vexilar flx 12 vs flx 20

When we think about ice fishing, we think of Vexilar. There are many marine tech companies that have dipped their toes in (very rigid) waters with flashes and icefish for finders, but few have matched Vexilar innovations. The company was the pre-guided driver of the original tricolor lighter
and they have continued to update their basic concept. Instead of adding a lot of bells and whistles, they have decided to harmonise all the features of their product with three buttons that control the entire item. The FLX-20, though not as feature loaded as it is big brother FLX-28, is a great
flasher that's going to improve your ice fishing. PROS-Super Bright Display-1/2 Target Separation-Auto Zoom-Low Power Mode (and Low Power Zoom)- 6 and 12' Split Screen-Fantastic Interference Rejection CONS-No CHIRP- Flasher Only There Are many challenges that come with
creating a fish finder for ice fishing. How would you know the sensor? How to make a long-lasting sensor when it is constantly exposed to below zero temperature? How to make a relatively simple graphical interface that gives anglers the maximum amount of information? These are all
wonderful questions, and these are questions that Vexilar has been trying to answer very successfully for decades. The FlX-20 indicators are simple because of the spartan, utilitarian construction that has been used to answer these questions. There is no memory card slot, no network, no
complicated graphical interface - just a large number of sensors and some buttons can be twisted and push. There are some different sensors you can buy with the unit; We're investigating those in the Sensor section. Model FLX-20Sonar- Maximum depth 300 ft Operating frequencies
Supported 200 kHzTransducer 12°, 19°, Pro-ViewScreen Weatherproof 3-color LED display and interfaceWhat can you do with three colors, flat-screen and some bright LEDs? As it turns out, you can do a hell of a lot. A quick primer for those who don't know: green lights mean the signal is
weak, yellow lights mean the signal is medium, and if it's red, you've got a strong signal - the fish is waiting to bite. These three fires are going to shine in the ring. The bottom is quite clear because you get a bright, big red bar where it is located. Vexilar has been a flasher game for decades
and they have improved their game a lot during this time. Old flashers weren't flat-screen so only one angler can see what's going on underwater at a time. Flx-20 can look at a number of different angles so it's perfect if you've got a couple of buddies out on the ice with you. This device has
a color change mode that's quite vab; it's also incredibly easy to understand. Palette one is green /yellow / red we described above; palette two strikes green and palette three is red alone. Essentially, you're just knocking out weak signals when you change the palettes. There's a lot of
activity near the bottom or you're fishing stuffed, it can be incredibly useful – swap red only if you're only looking for the biggest, best fish. Last note on the screen. THERE IS night mode FLX-20, which dims the LED significantly. These things are very bright, so night mode is going to save
you a lot of headaches if you're fishing late at night or very early in the morning. Press and hold the buttering button to turn it on/off. The interface of this device is completely bare bones and that's a good thing. There are three buttons that control absolutely everything on your device. The
first button is for use, the second button turns on which mode you are in, and the third button controls the device range. Each function of FLX-20 can be accessed by either twisting or pressing one of these buttons and checking that you have access to all the functions listed on the left
buttons. You may be a little discouraged by this set-up at first, but not afraid - it's really easy to get hung on with everything. Need an extra hand? Vexilar is an action video FLX-20 that you can get acquainted with. This device is powered by three different sensors: 12°, 19° and ProView. All
of these sensors are made of barium tetanate, a cold-resistant metal that makes Vexilar sensors incredibly durable compared to some e-sensors on the market. These Ice-ducers all come from a floating device that keeps them stable and upright in the water. 12° is a rather narrow cone; you
will only be able to see the fish with a 12 degree sensor and it will give you depths of up to 45 feet. By contrast, you can get a much wider cone with 19°, but it can only reach depths of 30 feet accurately. These options are certainly fine if you know you're going to fish in relatively shallow
water most of the time, but they don't use FLX-20 wide depth settings. The ProView sensor is where it is, our humble opinion. ProView takes advantage of the benefits of the button to change how wide your cone is. In the lowest environment, it is a 9° cone, and when you increase the
benefits, the width of the cone expands; this means that it can more or less take instead of 12° or 19° sensors without problems at all. There are three different packs with FLX-20. The first, the Genz pack, is about as simple as you can get - it's more or less a really tough piece of plastic that
you can add to your flasher. This, and all the other packs, come with 12 volts of 9 amp hour batteries. Everything is open in the Genz pack, but it's customizable because it's so simple - feel free to screw or drill any attachments you want. The Pro Pack is a bit more refined than the Genz
pack; comes with a rod holder and cable control system, although the battery remains open. With The Pro Pack, you can also get a box, which is exciting, although it's exciting if you're the boxes. The Ultra Pack is much like the Pro Pack, but it offers a master on/off switch battery as well as
a digital depth screen to tell you exactly how much feet of water you fish; convenient because unlike the FLX-28, the FLX-20 is not already one integrated. The FLX-20 is a great unit. The design is spartan to be sure, but it is built to last and there is a lot of innovation in the unit given how
simple the interface is. It lacks the plug-and-play car range to find features for your new brother, flx-28 and it doesn't quite have as many features, but if you're willing to make an effort to learn to navigate the system, you'll be rewarded with a very flasher at a very reasonable price. See the
rest of our icefish fish finder reviews
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